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     Copal incense steamed from the

glowing rocks placed amidst

burning logs in the central firepit as

the lodge’s designated water bearer

poured two cups of water for an

unspoken prayer request. Jeremiah

DelRey sat in the lotus position,

spine straight, tailbone pressed into

the dirt floor with sweat running in

rivulets down his body, drenching

his towel, and muddying the earth.

Unkind thoughts about the person

making the unspoken prayer

request made him stray from his

internal mantra. After all, if she

couldn’t be honest in a dark tent full

of complete strangers, then she

wasn’t ready to face her problems,

and no deity would help people in

denial. 

        

TAOS ,  NEW  MEX I CO

          His ribs were prominent after

seven days of fasting. His lithe frame

had little fat to burn. A filthy

bandanna circled his forehead, and

his cheeks were as hollow as his dark

brown eyes. This was his last round of

prayers in his last purification lodge

and he still didn’t know where he

needed to be come All Souls’ Day. He

closed his eyes, dug his hands into

the cool, damp earth, and begged

Spirit.

 

           “Please, I need a sign. I don’t

have any direction. I don’t know

where to go, but I know that I’m

needed. Please.” Jeremiah prayed

without ceasing. All he got in

response was more steam and more

sweat until the lodge was finished.     
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     A half-dozen sweaty lodgers

stood in line for the shower, so

Jeremiah perched on the patio’s

stone ledge, his bare feet cold

against the cool Saltillo tiles laid in a

herringbone pattern around a white

buffalo medallion. A searching

glance up at the night sky showed

plenty of stars, but no constellations

he recognized. No signs there. In the

curve of the patio to the corner

where it met the house, he

spotted an antique Wurlitzer

jukebox.

 

     He rose, legs stiff from cooling off

quickly in the brisk night air and

made a beeline for the jukebox. 

TAOS ,  NEW  MEX I CO

A glazed ceramic dish full of quarters

sat atop the machine, and he

dropped a couple in the slot. Before

he could make a choice, he heard the

distinct sounds of a vinyl record

falling from its slot and the soft cha-

thunk as the record engaged, and the

soft, scratchy hiss of the needle. The

fine hairs on his arms bristled as the

mellow baritone of Fats Domino filled

the room and he finally had his

answer. 

 

     This time I’m walking to New
Orleans. I’m walking to New Orleans.
I’m gonna need two pair of shoes
when I get through walking these
blues, when I get back to New
Orleans.
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     Let’s go to the corn maze, they

said. It’ll be fun, they said. What they

didn’t say is that walking through

towering seven-foot cornstalks at

dusk, listening to the malicious

secrets whispered by dead, dry

husks moving of their own volition is

terrifying. And that’s before you

throw in the mummified ghouls,

ghosts and zombies paid to creep

around and frighten patrons. It was

too scary for me, a woman who’d

recycled her thirty-ninth birthday

four times, much less kids. Safe to

say, I’m not winning mother of the

year. Again.

     The air is still and stifling, and

we’re surrounded by the stench of

rotting grain. Sweat collects under

my bra, rolls down my spine into the

furrow between my cheeks.
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The salt will collect and chap my ass

so bad I’ll need some Boudreaux’s

ButtPaste in the morning. I swat at

the mosquito buzzing around my

head. My blood must be some kind of

good, since the DEET spray worked

for everybody else. 

 

      “Mom, don’t panic,” Patrick

whispers as he taps my shoulder.

 

     I jump and scream. “Aaaaugh!

What?” I ask him, my voice two

octaves higher than normal. 

 

       “Mom, I said don’t panic,” Patrick

repeats, his tone two-parts mental

eye roll and one-part love. Or maybe

that last part is a strategic hedge

against healthy snacks at the

concession stand.
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    Patrick takes my hand and moves

between me and my sister, Anne,

who is also a fraidy cat like me. “I

wanted to warn you that one of

them is behind us, but don’t look,”

he says. 

     We turn to look, and a bloody

mummy raises its swaddled arms

inches from our faces. I scream and

instinctively grab a laughing Patrick

and thrust him in front of me.

Between me and the imminent

threat. Like I said, mummy of the

year.

    The gauze-wrapped teenager

stifles his giggles as he shuffles by.

John and Cecile catch up with us.

My daughter rides on her father’s

shoulders, gripping his ears like

handles. Her platinum curls shine in

the gloaming, framing her face with

a golden halo. 
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Daddy’s girl has dimples and often

uses them to her advantage.

     “I think we’re almost to the tower,”

my nephew, Michael, points his

flashlight to the map. 

     “Is that in the middle with the

concession stand?” asks Anne, who

fans her face. “I could use some

water.”

     “No, but it’s a tower and we can

climb it,” declares Michael. He clips

the yellow mag-light to a carabiner

on his utility belt, folds the map and

shoves it into one of the many

pockets of his camouflage shorts. 

     Then he issues the challenge,

“C’mon, Patrick, I’ll race you there.” 

 

     Patrick looks at me. I shrug and we

both look at Anne. She shrugs, then

Patrick looks back at me for

confirmation. 
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    "Tallyho,” I say. Patrick and Michael

take off at a sprint, stirring up a fine

dust that coats the inside of my

nose and clings to my sweat-

dampened legs. John and Cecile

trot after the boys while Anne and I

bring up the rear.

 

     The lookout tower dominates the

first cleared circle in the double

labyrinth layout. I climb the sturdy

wooden stairs and duck to enter the

small, enclosed cube that stands

about six feet high. Bright stadium

lights highlight the area directly

across from us, which is probably

the concession stand. Glowing neon

necklaces circle headless patrons

coming toward us from the other

side. 
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     I squint and can make out the

dark shape of a building between the

tower and concession stand. It must

be in the center where the two

labyrinths overlap.

 

     I mentally start adding up how

much cash I have on me, just in

case the concession stand doesn’t

take credit cards. Not enough for

glowsticks and gadgets and water.

 

     “Me, too,” says Michael, who starts

back down the ladder.

 

     “Me, three.” Cecile lifts her arms,

“Papa, carry me.” John’s thirty second

break from pack mule duties is over.

He should file a complaint with the

union
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     I watch as they back down the

steps until it’s my turn. We

reassemble at the base of the tower,

and re-orient ourselves with the

correct opening to go to the

concession stand.

     A large group wearing dark,

hooded robes rush into the clearing.

I stop short to avoid running into

them. 

     John doesn’t and Cecile’s shoe

digs into my shoulder before he

stops.  One of the members shoos

Patrick and Michael away from the

maze re-entrance, and blocks our

entry with arms outstretched.

     "Rude,” Anne says as we watch

the dozen or so Harry Potter

wannabes march double time

through the opening in the corn.

      “Creepy,” Patrick shudders “They

were chanting B’el’eth, B’el’eth, come

to us B’el’eth,” the whole time.

      “I didn’t hear that, did you,

Michael?” I ask my nephew.

      “I thought I heard something, but I

didn’t know they were saying

anything. It sounded like bees

buzzing around, mostly.” Michael

says.

“     "How bizarre,” John waggles his

bushy eyebrows, and I notice his

uncanny resemblance to the current

POTUS.  

       We follow the Sith Lord

impersonators through the maze

until they slip under a rope marked

with a sign that reads, “Center Circle.

Employees Only.”
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    T’Boy is a weekend witch. He

joined for the ceremonial weed and

stayed because his group did a lot of

sky-clad circles. Naked dancing in

the woods with hot and horny

chicks is his core competency. But

something about tonight’s

ceremony is making him uneasy.

Something more than the scratchy-

ass woolen robes and the creepy

chanting.

      “Where’s this dude from again?”

T’Boy bends to ask Ellie, the woolen

robe scrapes against the skin

exposed by his white wife-beater

tank top. 

      “Some Middle Eastern “stan”

country, I think,” she whispers back.

      “2-Much-Sand-i-stan?” T’Boy

giggles. He’d never been accused of

being politically correct, especially

when he was high.
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     “I bet ol’ Aladdin is gonna let you

rub his magic lamp, Ellie,” T’Boy leers

at the fierce lesbian who shoots him

the bird before jogging a few steps

ahead of him.

 

     Their pace quickens as they near

the exit that will bring them to a

dilapidated overseer’s shack in the

middle of the corn fields adjacent to

the maze. T’Boy hefts the crate he’s

been toting up to his shoulder and

decides that he’ll use a cat carrier for

the bantam roosters next time. The

little bastards are mean, but he still

isn’t keen on hurting them. The coven

was strictly an harm none, so Aladdin

probably just wants freshly-plucked

feathers for something.
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    “Bring  the sacrifice forward,”

Aladdin points at T’Boy after they’d

lit the sacred fire and invoked the

elements. 

     T’Boy glances at his fellow

witches who remain silent under

their hoods before picking up the

crate and stepping forward. Oddly,

they’d not inscribed a circle, so he

didn’t have to be mindful of

breaking the ward. 

     “Here” Aladdin points to a space

at his feet and T’Boy bends to put

the crate down by a makeshift altar

that he’d not noticed before. He

rises, pulls his blue-jean shorts up

over his hefty gut, and starts back

toward his spot in the circle when

an arm whips out of Aladdin’s

robes and what feels like a steel vice

grips his forearm.

     "No. Stay.” T’Boy looks at Aladdin

and sees death.

     Instead of a face, two spots as

black as tar pits stain the darkness

hidden under the hood. T’Boy’s

mouth suddenly dries up and his

tongue sticks to the roof of his

mouth. The breeze carries the

distinct scent of sulfur and T’Boy

fights off a panic attack.

Aladdin kneels and yanks T’Boy

down to the ground. Concentrating

on his breath,
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    “T’Boy barely notices as Aladdin

places the leather-bound book on

the altar and starts chanting in

some heathen language. Probably

Latin.

B’el’eth, B’el’eth, come to us B’el’eth.

The chant grows louder as the coven

joins voices and the air buzzes with

the drone of a thousand locusts.

     A drumbeat begins and the

flames dance in sync with the beat.

As the drum beats faster, the flames

dance higher. Faster. Higher. Faster.

Higher. Sweat rolls off his forehead

as he stares into the leaping flames,

and as T’Boy watches, a dark figure

begins to writhe within. 

     The squawking chicken breaks

his trance and he looks up just in

time to see Aladdin use the biggest

knife he’s ever seen to slice the head

off one of the scrawny roosters.

Blood spews everywhere as Aladdin

twirls the carcass around his head

before tossing it into the fire.

 

More.
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T’Boy doesn’t hear the command—

he feels it. Feels it in his bones. Feels

the desire to give it more. He

reaches for the second bird, but

Aladdin beats him to it. The

decapitated head falls in the dirt

next to T’Boy and it flops and

spasms toward the fire. The flames

roar when the second bird hit the

fire.

     The drum beats faster and the

ground shakes.

 

More.
 

     Compelled, T’Boy moves toward

the flame, halting his awkward crawl

halts when a rock grinds into

his knee. Pain drops his belly to the

ground, then he rolls on his side to

dislodge the stone, and is stabbed in

the shoulder by Aladdin’s knife.

     T’Boy screams as Aladdin rips the

blade from his arm and watches in

terror as the dark man raises his arm

again. T’Boy kicks at Aladdin, aiming

for his groin, but barely grazes his

thigh when his opponent twists

away from him.

     Scrambling to get to his feet,

T’Boy yells, “Ellie, what’s going on?

Ellie!” but she can’t hear him over

the drums that never stop beating.           
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     The circle draws closer,

preventing his escape as Aladdin

stalks him toward the fire.     

     Aladdin feints and T’Boy

stumbles, nearly falling into the

flames, and Aladdin is on him in a

flash. T’Boy raises his arm to block

the strike and the blade slashes his

forearm, slinging blood into the fire.

 

Yessss. More.
 

     The dirt solidifies around his

Converse Chucks and T’Boy is rooted

to the spot, his cape dangling over

the flames.

     “Hail Mary, full of grace,” T’Boy

mumbles as Aladdin slices into his

chest, cutting his shirt down the

middle.

     Warmth streams down his leg as

T’Boy loses control of his bladder.

Time slows. Aladdin draws back his

arm and T’Boy waits and eternity for

the final blow to fall. Out of the

corner of his eye, he sees movement.

     A large black dog bounds into

the circle, knocking two people into

the fire. The dog lunges at Aladdin

and T’Boy’s legs unlock and he

crumples to the ground.
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     A dark shadow dances around

the people in the flames, and the

stink of their charred flesh and

burning hair clears T’Boy’s head.

The shadow flames reach out for

T’Boy and at the same moment the

dog darts in front of him.

 

Yes. I am made flesh.
 

     Dizzy from the heat and loss of

blood, T’Boy pushes himself to his

feet with trembling arms. The drums

have stopped their frenzy and the

circle of worshippers have fallen to

their knees.T’Boy staggers away from

the fire. The flames reach for him

and grab his woolen cloak as he

pivots, turning his back to the fire

before running toward the lights in      

the center of the maze.
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                              ***

     Apple pay is everywhere, so we

stuff ourselves with corndogs, Frito

pie, and red pop, and still have

enough credit for a pack of neon

bracelets and one battery operated

toy we dub the ‘mind controller,’

since it fascinates the kids into

silence.

     An eerie quiet descends upon the

maze as the sun falls completely

below the horizon. The soothing

sounds of crickets and cicadas stop

abruptly and are replaced with the

sound of distant drums.

     “Is there a parade?” Cecile asks?

     “This isn’t Disney, it’s a corn maze.

Of course there’s no parade,” Patrick

snipes at his sister.

     We pause to listen. Monotonic

chanting accompanies the

drumbeat.

     “That’s a cool beat,” John mimics

the beat by banging his

flashlight against the mind

controller.

     “Let’s have our own parade,” I

suggest and break out my rusty

Zumba moves.

     “Mom. Please, no,” Patrick laughs

as the beat outpaces my steps.
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     “Alright. We better get going

before they release the Kraken,”

Anne says.

     “Or something worse,” Patrick’s

voice is filled with foreboding and a

shiver races down my spine. 

     Nobody wants to linger in the

maze and we match our pace to the

throbbing bass. We reach the tower

in a couple of minutes, our path

unobstructed by zombies, cretins,

haints, or other deplorables. Instead

of continuing to the exit, Michael

races up the tower.

     “Hey, y’all, come look at this,” he

yells.

     Patrick rushes up the steps.

“Mom, you really need to get up

here,” he motions me toward him.

     I sigh and hand John my nearly

empty water bottle before joining

the boys on the platform. What I see

makes my knees so weak that I grip

the railing to keep from falling. The

maze is on fire.

     Immobilized, I watch as

dehydrated corn husks blaze, sparks

shoot from the fiery silks to

adjacent rows. The fire spread by

three rows in the three seconds I

spent watching it from the tower in

the center of the corn maze.

 

Jesus, Mary & Joseph.
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     My hands shake as I inhale to a

count of eight while simultaneously

invoking the Holy Trinity by touching

the third-eye, Ajana chakra in my

forehead, follow with my heart

chakra, and the meridian with

endpoints at the junction of my

arms and chest.

     One chance. We’ve only got one

chance to plan our escape. Have to

get it right the first time.

     “Michael, where’s the fucking

map? Move, move, move.” I yell,

pushing the kids down the ladder.

     “What’s going on?” John asks, his

forehead wrinkles with concern.

     “The freaking maze is on fire,

that’s what’s going on,” my hands

shake as I grapple with the map.

     “Are we going to die?” Cecile is a

curious child with math skills that

are off the chart.

     She’d probably already done the

calculus, and like Dr. Spock

to Captain Kirk ascertained that we

had a ninety-nine point six-seven

chance of failing to live the rest of

the day.
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     “We are not dying. Not today. See

those lights?” I point at the distant

portable stadium lights in the

makeshift parking lot. “We’re heading

straight for them. Do not try to follow

the path. Stay together. Michael,

Patrick, follow me. John, if Cecile gets

heavy let me know and I’ll switch,”

and I push into a full row of corn,

shoving the brittle stalks to the side.  

      Distant screams follow us as we

shove our way through the dense

stands of corn and about seven rows

deep, the smell of smoke gets heavy.

In the cleared row, I stop for a quick

huddle. People are running through

the maze, following the paths.

     “I think we’re about halfway,” my

breath is ragged from the exertion

of pushing the stalks apart and trying

to stomp as many as I can.

      We need to pick up the pace,”

Anne’s voice is firm. I look behind her

and see the glow of fire growing

behind her and hear the crackling of

the maze catching fire.

     “Okay. John, you lead. Give me

Cecile,” I reach out for my baby, I

swing her onto my back, and

awkwardly brace her behind with my

arms. She wraps her spindly arms

around my neck and we take off at a

brisk jog.

     Three rows later, my arms are

burning from the strain of

supporting a five-year old. I stop to

shift her weight and see flames

licking at the row right behind us.

     “Go, go, go!” I yell at John, pulling

Cecile to my front. Anne is dragging

Michael who is enraptured by the

flames.
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     “Sorry about the scratches,

darling,” I apologize to my daughter.

     “It’s okay. It’s better than burning

up,” she replies.

     "You’ve got a point,” I say. Muscles

in my arms and legs are screaming

from the strain of additional weight

and I can feel the heat of the fire on

my back. It shouldn’t be able to

jump through the maze this quickly

without a breeze. The rows were

about six feet wide and somehow

the fire was leaping across the lanes.

Like it was driven to consume.

     “Almost there,” John yells from

the front.

     I stumble on the stalks, and my

ankle twists with the strain. I lean

into the fall so that I don’t crush my

child and land with a bounce,

surrounded by smoking cornstalks.       

     “John!” I scream at the top of my

lungs, push Cecile toward Anne and

struggle to rise. “Take her.”

     I push against the ground and

test my weight on the ankle. It won’t

hold much, but it doesn’t matter.

I have to move, the fire has caught

up to me and in the five seconds it

takes me to stand, I’m cut off from

my family. The exit can’t be far, and I

stumble forward, unable to follow

the trail my husband made, blazing

my own instead.
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     I nearly fall when I reach the next

clearing, and decide the stay low to

the ground. The break in the corn

temporarily halts the progress of fire

and I bear-walk through the next

stand of corn.

     My lungs ache from inhaling the

acrid smoke and sweat drips off

my forehead and stings my eyes.

     A rush of heat blooms around me

and I want to weep when I see that

the flames have jumped the

clearing and are surrounding me

again. The corn stalks press tight

around me and I pray to every saint,

angel, and the gods to give me

strength and speed.

     I have to be almost to the edge of

the maze, but there’s at least one

more row of corn between me and

the parking lot and I push through it

before emerging in the grass

parking area.

     “John! Patrick! Cecile!” I yell, but

my voice is barely a whisper and

can’t be heard over the incoming

sirens.

     The parking lot is full, obstructing

my view as I search for my family

and our Suburban.
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     Jeremiah drives his battered

Chevy pickup truck into the city that

care forgot. Windows down, trying to

stay awake, he breathes in the

combination of fresh water and

diesel fumes unique to this stretch

of I-10. 

     A quick glance in the rear-view

mirror reveals dark circles under

bloodshot eyes. Jeremiah’s military

haircut is two months past due and

his pale, angular face sports two

days of salt and pepper razor

stubble. He looks a decade older

than the forty-four years displayed

on his expired Texas driver’s

license.

     Always a light sleeper, his

insomnia is worse during

Halloween season. Too many

internet amateurs calling too many

dark spirits into the world.

Why couldn’t they just stick to Ouija

boards? Handling a simple demonic

possession is a cake walk compared

to the battles with princes or

principalities who’ll show up during a

full-circle summoning.

     He’d driven twenty hours straight

from Taos where he’d been fasting

and sweating to super-charge his

spiritual batteries and find direction

when got the sign.  Given that New

Orleans was home to Voodoo, 

 Hoodoo, and Santeria, it was hardly

surprising that it’d be home to major

mayhem during the Dias de los

Muertos. Big demon circles were like

Superbowl locations, they varied

annually, but rotated between the

same six or seven places. New

Orleans, Las Vegas, Mesa Verde,

Salem, Savannah, Wounded Knee,

Point Pleasant, Area 51—the usual

suspects.

NEW  ORLEANS ,  LOU I S I ANA
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     A few wrong turns and several

one-way streets later, he pulls up

onto the neutral ground near

Tchoupitoulas Street, jams a cap on

his head and sets out for the French

Quarter. 

     Numerous psychics had booths in

Jackson Square and after a quick

check of Yelp reviews, Jeremiah

decides on the chick with the fake

red updo and a beauty mark that’d

do Miss Kitty proud seated behind

a square card table covered by a

purple velvet tablecloth with heavy

gold fringe.

     “How y’all doing?” Madame

Aventure smiles and bats her eyes at

him.

     Y’all? A quick check over either

shoulder confirms that he’s

alone.

     “I’m fine, ma’am.”

     Well, why don’t y’all have a seat?”

Madame motions to the two

mismatched folding chairs in front of

her table.

     Jeremiah eases into the cloth-

bottom chair closest to him, removes

his cap and sticks the bill in the

armhole cup holder. 

     “So, what’re you looking for? Tarot’s

forty, palm reading’s thirty, but for

sixty, you can get both.” 

     “Just the cards,” Jeremiah nods at

the deck in the center of the table. 

     “You sure, hon?” Madame

asks as she picks up her deck and

begin to shuffle the cards.

“I’m sure.”

     Jeremiah is not sure and wonders

if he should have asked a priest for a

recommendation instead. The clergy

almost always know who the real

psychics are in any town.
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     Madame raises her penciled brows at him

and purses her lips, causing her lipstick to

bleed around the edges of her thin mouth.   

 “Alright,” she says and fans the cards out

before him. “Pick three.”

     Jeremiah hates this part. He isn’t psychic.

His hand never feels drawn to any cards, so

he does what he always does. He picks the

two end cards and one in the middle and

slides them toward Madame

Aventure.

     “I use the Rider-Waite

Tarot deck, it’s one of the oldest in existence.

This first card I turn over, it’s gonna tell you

about your past,”

Madame says before flipping a card and

revealing the Devil. 

     “Hmm. The Devil don’t

necessarily mean the devil, of course. It could

mean all kinds of things: danger, temptation,

depression, addiction….” Madame Aventure

watches him, waits

for his tell.

     “It’s probably the actual Devil. Go on. Do

the next one,” Jeremiah nods at the cards on

the table.

     This next card, it’s gonna tell you about

the present.” Madame glances at the table to

see the Chariot and it was upside down.

     “Ah, the Chariot is about movement, and

you’re not going anywhere. You’re feeling

powerless, no direction," confidence fills her

voice as she makes this pronouncement.
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“     Jeremiah sighs and deliberately

unclenches his jaw. No direction, no shit. That’s

why he’s sitting at this

table—trying to get some direction..

     “It’s important to look at all of the

cards together before we can know what this

reading is really trying to

communicate. This next card is the future,”

Madame flips over the seven of cups. “Looks like

you need to make a decision. Have some good

choices, some bad ones. That’s what is in all

these cups. A world of choices that can be

unleashed on the world.”

     He stares at the layout. The Devil, the Chariot

reversed, and the seven of cups. He needs

direction, dammit.    “What about direction?

Does the seven of cups tell me which direction

to go?” Jeremiah asks.

     “You mean like a

cardinal direction?” Madame taps her long, nails

on the table, the red polish shimmers, looking as

if she’s dipped them in blood.

     “West. Cups is west.”

     “How far west?” Jeremiah wonders out loud.      

“Seven of cups. It could be seven blocks or seven

miles. Hell, it could be seventy miles.” 

     Jeremiah stands and fishes his wallet

out of his back pocket. He doesn’t know any

more than he did when he sat down. But, it isn’t

Madame Aventure’s fault that the universe isn’t

speaking to him. It’s his. He stopped listening.
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    SaraBeth worked her lily-white ass off

to get into vet school because she loved

animals. Loved them. But the snarling

Rottweiler that kept ramming into the

chain link fence was testing her limits.

     The fire department found him

unconscious near a burning building in

the middle of the corn maze on levee

road and called her supervisor to see if

the vet school could help with the

rescue. 

     That was last night. Today the dog

had been hell on wheels. His barking

and snarling had upset all the other

animals so much that they’d spent all

morning moving them to temporary

crates on the main floor. The Rotty

refused to eat the sedative-laden food

she’d slipped in his cage earlier, which

was why SaraBeth was down in the

moldy basement with the tranq gun

sized for grizzlies at the zoo.

     "Hey, there,” Sarabeth’s voice is low

and calm as she approaches the

kennel holding the snarling dog. A

lone fluorescent light dangles above

the enclosure, its flickering light casts

the rest of the floor in mottled

shadows. Dark, dancing shapes flit

around the kennel, and Sarabeth

shakes her head to clear her vision.

     “Must be the light making those

shadows move,” she says aloud,

hoping to convince herself.

The dog’s hackles rise, it bares its

teeth, and issues a low warning growl.

Foam coats the edges of his mouth

and saliva drips from his trembling

jaws onto the stained concrete floor

    She only moves a couple steps

before stopping. Not to appease the

dog, but to steady her trembling

limbs..
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   She takes a deep breath to calm her

nerves and wrinkles her nose when it fills

with a foul scent that smells almost

like grey water pumped from a septic

system.

     The dog’s bloodshot eyes track her

progress as she nears the kennel.

SaraBeth has never used the tranq gun

before and her boss told her to get as

close as she can. She closes her eyes and

chants. The wire is steel, the wire is steel,
the wire is steel.
     Inches from the kennel, she raises her

right arm. The dog lunges for her,

crashing into the wire. Frozen, SaraBeth

watches as the dog plants his front paws

in between the chain links, using his

jaws to climb higher. Fetid breath

brushes against her face like a living

creature and she backs away from the

cage.

     Her feet tangle around each other

causing her to fall backward. She

drops the dart gun as she braces for

the fall and watches in horror as it

bounces toward the kennel and

lands with the barrel facing her.

     A loud buzzing noise fills her head,

and she hears thousands of whispers

racing around her brain. Her eyes

track the Rotty as he climbs down

from the fence and sniffs at the gun

next to his cage. As she scrambles

forward to retrieve the gun, she could

swear the dog smiles at her.

     The dog is still smiling at her as it

extends one paw through the wide

gauge wire at the bottom, hooks a

thin, black claw through the trigger,

and releases the dart.
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She can’t move out of the way quickly

enough and the dart strikes her in the

forearm.

     As she pulls the dart from her skin, her

last conscious thought isn’t about

the ratty bra she wore or the fact that she’d

not gone to confession since seventh

grade. No, her biggest regret was that

she’d had a kale smoothie for breakfast

instead of the warm brownies she’d made

to impress Ron, her doofus lab partner,

who was oblivious to her crush.

     SaraBeth awakes to complete darkness

and absolute silence. Panic claws at her

insides as she tries in vain to open her

eyes, to move her arms, to hear the

screams coming from her mind. The terror

rises, higher and higher, it’s towering

darkness threatens to collapse and snap

the last thread of her sanity.

 

Stop that.
 

     SaraBeth pauses, listens. She hears

nothing. No lights buzzing in their sockets,

no dogs barking in their kennels, no heart

beating in her chest. No nothing. Unless

she screams.

     So, she screams. She screams so loud

and for so long that she thinks she might

be melting, collapsing into a quivering

puddle of fear. 
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I. Said. Stop. That. Stop it right now.     
 

“Relief floods through her and light

filters in as if a curtain had been lifted.

     “Whatcha doing in the bio-hazard

freezer, SaraBeth?”  Ron’s voice triggers

another panic attack. She has no memory

of climbing the stairs back to the main lab. 

     “Dr. Venkaturam sent me for a sample,”

she hears the response, wooden and stilted,

but recognizable as her voice.

     Ron steps into her peripheral vision. He’s

wearing a white lab coat over a black t-shirt

advertising the local riverboat casino, knee-

length blue jean shorts, and some scuffed

Timberland hiking boots.

     “Since when did you start working for the

Dean?” Ron asks, stepping close enough for

her to notice that one of his hazel eyes has

a dark brown patch. 

     “Since now, asshole,” SaraBeth hears the

crude words come out of her mouth.

     “What did you say?” Ron’s voice jumps an

octave.

     “I said back the fuck up, asshole.”

     SaraBeth watches in shock as her fist

connects with Ron’s cheek. He staggers

back and she pops him again, crushing his

nose.
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Ron bends forward, both hands

cupping his nose, and she grabs him

by the hair with her left hand. Her

right hand delves into the pockets of

her lab coat, grips the tranquilizer gun,

jams the barrel into the side of his

neck and fires.

     Ron crumples into a heap on the

floor, and SaraBeth kicks him in the

stomach, stomps his fingers, then goal

kicks him right to his crotch. 

 

     Didn’t that feel good?
 

     Good? Not good at all. Her gorge

rises up her throat, but instead of

puking her guts up, SaraBeth finds

herself heading for the stairs that lead

up to the biohazard lab. She watches

steady hands zip Ron’s stolen key card

through the steel lock. With a click

and a green light, the door unlocks.

She pushes the handle down and

opens the door.

     The automatic lights blink on as

she walks further into the chilly room.

Row upon row of glass-paned,

stainless steel freezers fill the room.
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     The world’s most deadly viruses—

ebola, smallpox, and influenza co-

mingle with herpes and bovine

leukemia. The hermit who manages

the lab is retiring this year and Ron’s

summer job has been to update the

arcane filing system and document

the demons in the freezer. He said the

filing system was harder to get than

the security clearance, which was

tough to get.

     Apparently, you don’t want a

flashing neon sign shouting “deadly

viruses here,” in case of terrorists.

 

No method to the madness? Then
we’ll have to try several.
 

     Several? Several what? Panic grips

her soul as she hurls an office chair

through the refrigerator doors. She

stomps through the shattered glass

and reaches through razor sharp

shards to grab several vials of

something she knows is deadly to

rhesus monkeys and stuffs them into

her pockets before picking up the

chair and throwing it again.
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     This time, the alarm sounds and the

emergency lights flash. She sweeps her

arm across the shelves and puts as

much as she can in her pockets before

running toward the exit. She rushes to

the stairs and takes them up to the

roof access and crouches behind a

large HVAC unit. No campus police or

hazmat units are on their way, which

means that

nobody she’s likely to encounter has

guns. She can escape from campus.

     A mad dash down the stairs and she

doesn’t encounter anyone until the

bottom floor, where all the evacuees

are congregating. Nobody seems to

know that the alarm is for the

biohazard room.

     Thank goodness for cheap

contractors. They’d probably wired the

alarm to the fire alarm and everyone

thought it was a routine fire drill.

     SaraBeth slinks toward the exit

and is walking out the door when the

hermit stops her.

     “What’s going on, SaraBeth?” the

hermit asks her. A half-smoked Lucky

Strike dangles from his lips. 

     SaraBeth shrugs. “I don’t know. Fire

alarm, I guess.”

     The hermit’s hooded eyes narrow

and he takes a long draw on his

cigarette. “Hope that’s all this is.”

     “Yeah, me, too,” SaraBeth keeps

walking. “Those cancer sticks’ll kill

you.”

     “Gonna die happy then,” the

hermit lights up another cigarette off

the butt of his last one. SaraBeth

feels his eyes on her backside as she

tries to remember where she’s

parked her car. In the furtherest

commuter lot, of course.
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     As she waits at a cross-walk, a bus

stops right in front of her. Her head

spins from the past twenty minutes

and the diesel fumes makes her

dizzy, so she’s not surprised to find

herself climbing into the air-

conditioned bus and flopping down

in the back row. 

      She closes her eyes, reclines her

head against the cool pleather seat,

and takes several deep breaths.

Whatever got into her and broke her

brain, she’s now a fugitive. Terrorist-

at-large. And she still has the night

shift at the zoo to cover. 

 

That’s all right, doll. We’ll take the
bus.

     SaraBeth’s heart sinks as her

hand pulls a vial from her lab coat

pocket. A quick twist and the

childproof lid clatters to the floor. A

single Q-tip lands in her lap and

she sticks it in her nose before

swiping it on her hands. 

 

     She rides bus after bus and

opens vial after vial, touching

people, touching upholstery until

three hours later she arrives at the

zoo.
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     Jeremiah spent most of his day with a

dousing rod in the 7th Ward portion of

Mid City. His search hadn’t turned up

anything more than some ant-covered

chicken bones out by the Popeye’s

dumpster. That’s why he’s up at two a.m.

listening to the online police scanner,

scouring the state newspapers, hoping

to glean some clues from more

mundane methods than he’s

accustomed to using.

     His stomach growls and he ignores it.

He learned the hard way that dealing

with demonic aftermath such as severed

limbs, disemboweled, and/or headless

bodies is easier with an empty stomach.

More than twenty years in the field and

he still pukes his guts up at gruesome

sights. He doesn’t see stoicism as a sign

of strength, but more a lack of empathy. 

      Going through sun salutations, he

drops from plank pose into chaturanga,

holds for a long count, then shoves back

into downward dog to relieve some of

the tension in his shoulders. Maybe it’s

divine intervention, or maybe it’s

additional blood flow to the brain, but as

he holds the pose, he hears the news

he’s been waiting for on the police

scanner.

     A cop in Zachary issues an APB and

code 10-29h, caution—severe hazard

potential, for a twenty-four year-old

female veterinary student. Last seen

riding the Metro Transit bus. He flows

back down through chaturanga and into

up-dog.
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     The Louisiana State Police interrupts

the local cop and issues a code 22 for

restricted radio traffic for the entirety of

East Baton Rouge Parish. 

      Restricted radio traffic means

something big is going down. Possibly,

probably the something big

that Jeremiah’s been trying to find. Now

that he knows where to look, he can

search the online archives and

neighborhood message boards to see

what he might be up against. 

      Seventy-eight minutes later, he

knows from the local newspaper that

on Halloween night there’d been a

fire in a packed corn maze, but

miraculously no one had died.

Facebook posts reveal that fireman had

rescued a dog and took it to the LSU

Veterinary School, where there was a

false fire alarm the next day. 

      The vet school. Where they do

animal research on viruses to find cures

for humans. Jesus freaking Christ.
     His gut screams at him that Baton

Rouge, seventy miles west of New

Orleans, is now ground zero for a mega-

pandemic that could include avian

flu, smallpox, typhoid fever, ebola, and

the plague. All. At. Once.

            Four a.m. in New Orleans is

eleven a.m. in Rome. He has calls to

make, but first he’ll take a few minutes

to pray. Not that anybody is listening.

Not officially, anyway.
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